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Das Gupta, S. B.,—Vajra and The Vajrasattva. 1C. VIII,
Ft, 1, pp. 23-32.	[197
A brief study of the knowledge of the void which is the realisation of
the Vajra nature of things, and the monastic conception of the Vajra-
sattva which is found described in various ways -with various attributes
in the Buddhist Tantras.
Desai, Padmavati,—Shraman Narad (Gujarati text). Crown
16mo. pp. 24. V. R. Thaker and E. V. Mehta, Gujarat
Printing Press, Ahmedahad, 1941.	[198
Story of Buddhism, depicting the greatness of the service to the people,
translated from the original in Pali.
Dharmapala, Devamitta,—The Work of Sinhalese Scholars.
M-B. Ft. 4, pp. 127-129.	[199
Points out various works on Buddhism by the Sinhalese.
Dutt, Nalinaksha— Early Monastic Buddhism. Vol. I Cal-
cutta Oriental Series No. 30. 8vo. pp. viii + 340. Calcutta,
1941.	[200
Twenty chapters on geographical location of Vedic and Buddhist cul-
ture, early Indian thoughts and beliefs, the religions of ancient India, the
six Titthiyas, other non-Buddhistic doctrines, the Tathagata, doctrine of
anatta, appearance of Buddha, causes of the spread of Buddhism, method
of preaching and teaching, spread of Buddhism, the middle path....The
author has ably treated the chapters dealing with the spread of Buddhism
and the causes for the spread. B. L. Law in 1C. VII, p. 377.
Eswar, N. V.,—Is Buddhism Dead in India? AP. XII, pp.
543-552.	[201
Finds that the Spirit of Buddhism is not dead. It is living in the hearts
of the Indian people and manifests itself in their aspirations and ideals—
unity is diversity of religions, non-violence in morality, freedom in
politics.
Ganguli, J. M.,—Bring back Buddhism within Vedantism.
AP. XII, pp. 552-555.	[202
Sees an inseparable element of Indian thought, springing from the
main stream of Vedic philosophy. This philosophy is still a living, vital
part of Indian, and Buddhism, which is not really dead but only dormant,
will once more manifest itself as a concrete movement
	 Buddhism Under European Influence. AP.   XII. pp,
216-219.	[203
Points out that European scholars may have created interest in the
religion of the Buddha among some intellectuals in distant lands ; what
they have carried afar, however, has not been the soul-stirring and life-
revolutionising message of Buddha, but only on Oriental philosophcal
cur;o to be comparatively studied with theological trends in other
countries.

